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PELLA ADVANTAGE NUMBER 24:
ONLY OUR BRAND NAME IS MORE DURABLE.
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entire suites of appliances, one

AN ..INSTINCTIVE,,

designed for freestanding

DEsru

outdoor kitchens, the other
for built-in outdoor kitchens.

Mark R. Johnson, FAIA, AIBD

Why would you specify one
approach vs. the other?

A freestanding outdoor
kitchen offers infinite
flexibility in layout and staging
for any number of guests.
If your client lives in a harsh
winter climate, they have
the option of moving the

Mant condition for most of history
to live virtually outdoors,
unencumbered by the constraints of walls,
a floor and ceiling. As new construction
technology has allowed the transition
from outdoors to indoors to become
nearly seamless, it's no wonder people
seek to be close to the land, the elements,
and nature, in and around their homes.
has been

appliances inside for the winter,

if they relocate, the
appliances can go with them.
and

Afreestanding outdoot l<itthen prcuides your clients with infnite design
aftangements sui table Jor enrertain[ng.

For many homeowners, this "instinctive"

Whatever outdoor
cooking approach your
client desires, KitchenAid
has a solution.Visit our

desire is fulfilled through outdoor

entertaining, cooking, and dining.
In temperate parts of the US, some
consumers report they are cooking up

to

website at kitchenaid.com

of their meals outdoors. This
trend is quickly migrating north fueled
by the ever-growing number of outdoor
heating options available.
50%o

to see the entire lineup
of freestanding and
built-in outdoor
grills, gas burners,
refrigerators, icemakers,
and refreshment centers.
Your client may already
be dreaming about your
next project.

At KitchenAid, we have introduced
two solutions for architects and designers
at the leading edge of this trend: two

A buib-in outdoor

kitchen

ffirs

the ultimate

in

open-air

cooking, entertaining and dining,

A built-in outdoor kitchen is the
ultimate commitment to enjoying a
lifesryle in the open air and under the
stars. Food prepared on an outdoor
grill just seems to taste better.'Whati
more, a built-in kitchen becomes an
architectural element of the home's
exterior design, and a design project
worthy of your creative talent.

@ 2006

Whklpool Corporation. All rights reserved.

@ Registered

Mark R.Johnson, FAIA,AIBD
Manager, Architecture and Design Marketing
insideadvantage.com

lrademark / TM tademark ot Whirlpool, u.S.A.
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Thinksulqtiolr.com
Sove

time-not

iust

energy-when it comes to Green Building.

Find the informotion you need quickly ond eosily ol Thinksulotion.com. lt's

o new woy of thinking obout insulotion. Let Knouf Insulotion help you find
more sustoinoble building options, moximize energy sovings ond reduce
building costs. Fiber gloss insulotion con ploy o vitol role. Think obout if.
Visit Thinksulotion.com-for o better environment inside ond out.
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Exterior Premium Pine Door'l863AP

nffir Htl
YEAR
WARRANTY

JELD-WEN@

windows and doors with AuraLast-" wood will stay beautiful and worry-free for years. Unlike dip-treated w

Auralast wood is protected to the core to resist decay, water absorption and termite infestation for 20 years. T

protection that works with any design. To learn more about AuraLast wood and all our reliable windows and doors
1.800.877.9482 ext.10l9, or go

to wwwjeld-wen.com/1019.
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Solid pine AuraLastl
the worry-free wood from JELD-WEN,
is guaranteed to resist decay,
water absorption and
termite infestation for 20 years.
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AuraLast'" Wood

A unique vacuum/pressure process provides
virtually

1

00 percent penetration of the protective

ingredients from the surface to the core.
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Wood Radius Casement Window
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Dip-Treated Wood

Dip-treated wood is only protected on the surface.

Wood Oouble-Hung Window
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c0ntents

from the editot..page
lettets..pase

15

21

home ffont..pase

22
Green dream / Hunicane haven / Calendar

k + b studio..page

oo
Brad Burke aims his house-and kitchen-toward an off-the-grid future;
Tom Lenchek thwarts modesty in his mountain retreat.

perSpeCtive..pase

3e

Miller/Hull's David Miller believes true sustainable design is small, local,
and beautiful.

pf aCtiCe..pase 4s
It's easier than ever to design a sustainable house, but getting it built genuinely
green may have you seeing red.
COVef StOl!..

pase

58

keeping up with the joneses
Brothers Neal and Eddie Jones treat sustainable
design as an integral part of the architecture, not
an end in itself.

"If

"It's not

a

religion," Eddie says.

there's a religion, it's architecture."

by Meghan Drueding

do not disturb..pase

68

When going for green, what you don't do matters as much as
what you do.
by Nigel F. Maynard, Meghan Drueding, and Shelley D. Hutchins

doctor

speC..pase

83

Now you can spec flame without blame.

architects'

choice,.pase

e1

Griz Dwight's natural selections.

of

f the shelf

..page

eS

Fireplaces that clear the air.

end qUOt€S..page

104

Which visionary has influenced you most?
Heather McKinney balances playful design, green design, and a feisty
family of four. Photo: Greg Hursley. Cover photo: Steven Meckler
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Pilots have multimillion-dollar flight simulators.
You've got us.
REGIONAL

LIVING

KITCHEN

SHOWROOM

At The Living Kitchen Showrooms, your clients can get

plan the kitchen of their dreams, then refer them to

hands-on with Sub-Zero and Wolf products in inspiring

local dealer who can help make it a reality. For additional

cooking demonstrations.

information, or to simply locate the regional Living Kitchen

And our friendly, knowledgeable consultants can help you

Showroom nearest you, visit us at thelivingkitchen.com.

kitchen settings. They can even

see

lG=;(. i trfoLF'l 'i:l[:'fft.8
Circle no. 329
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Want to turn up the heat on your customer prospects? Let us grve you a steacjy voiume oi ieads for rhe type
of lobs you prefer, in the areas you like to work, week after week. We provide more than 150,000 homeowner leads
every month, nattonwide Whats more, 75 percent of these homeowners end up completrng therr prolects Grve yourself

more opportunrtres to find the riqht customer. Call us

M 3#;,..Magic

or contact us online now.

d'f'UhitectLeads
865-730 -2133 res id entia

I
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Leads.co m

Let your dra{ting pencil go where it will. Our windows can keep up.

Say good-bye to "can't be done." Marvin's
Signature Products and Servrces provide unique
solutions to the most challenging projects. That
means the widest possible choices in color;
hardware and design (including completely custom
profiles and casings-in clad or wood). Plus a

guarantee o{ our most personalized service and
u

nerring atteniion to detail, Ca

ll

1-800-236-9690

(in Canada, 1-800263-6161) or visii marvin.com

ftiARVtNrt.

Windows

and Doors

Madeforyou:'
Circle no.99
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exercise your right t ow rite.

value proposition
ike all construction costs,
il: hard costs for singlei*i family production-built
}1: homes vary greatly, from
I# as low as $50 per square
1$1;

foot in some Southern areas
to the $200 per square foot
you used for hard costs in
some large cities ("Where's
the Architect?",

Api,l 2004,

page I l). Here in Denver,
the number is somewhere
between $70 per square
foot and $100 per square

intended buyers, and the
only personal issues to
understand are the clients'
standards for their construction drawings. Our scope of
work is tightly described
and any change means an
increase in fees. Multiple

variations in home designs
are provided that buyers can
select to "customize" the
standard design to better fit

their needs, but we do not
manage those modifications.

foot for most homes.

Michael Kephart

Your 2,200-square-foot
home

KEPHART

will sell here for

$275,000 to $400,000,
including land. Our fees do
not include construction
observation, and the builder
can repeat the design throughout the project at no additional cost. We calculate our
fees on the number of home
designs we do at once and
the general sizes and quality
levels of the homes. It works
out to around l0 percent of
hard costs for typical homes,
but the percentage decreases
as home size increases. We
enrich our available services
with land planning as well
as marketing presentations
for use in advertising and
sales offices.
Part of the reason we can
do the work for the fees we
charge is the nature of the
arch i tect/bu i lder re I ationship. We start with a clearly
defined program that describes the needs of the

Denver
he method of charging

:€t UY a Percentage of the
.:= hard costs of a structure has always left me
.=
:::;:.:i:.

uneasy. It promotes the
use of more expensive mate-

rials, adding to the higher
cost of building, and [it]
leaves both the client and
the architect in the fog for
the duration of the project.
I prefer to charge by the
hour for my actual time on a
project. I have better control
over what I make in a week

to maintain my chosen lifestyle. When I am asked to
purchase material or product, I tack on a percentage

to my cost, in addition to my
hourly rate. The customer
never sees more than one
markup on materials, which
normally has two: one from
the builder and one from the
architect, amounting to a

residential architect / march 2006

potential 35 percent or 40
percent markup. This takes
advantage of the homeowner
lacking the savvy to do [his
or herl own buying.
Admittedly, there is much
less opportunity for windfalls for me, but it seems fair
to both parties. I also send
out invoices at the end of
every week for what time I
have invested in any given

project. This way, both the
customer and I know exactly
where we stand at the end
of every week. I request that
these invoices be paid no
less frequently than biweekly,
limiting the amount outstanding at any time.
[Ifl things get tight for
customers or they decide
they have all they need

from me, [they can] pull
the plug and no one gets
burned. Typically, this
doesn't happen, and I will
see the project to completion, making somewhat less
(typically) than I would on
a percentage. Demanding
and indecisive customers
can end up paying more per
square foot by this method,
but no one is in the dark,
there are no surprises, and
the architect doesn't end up
earning less per hour. The
percentage basis penalizes
the customer who does [his
or herl job well, because the
percentage has to be based
on worst-case scenarios.
I have been practicing
this way for about 15 years,

I'm earning enough,

and

my customers appreciate
the clarity.

Craig Schoppe
Eastbay Co.

Ellsworth, Maine

V,

l:t':*::::::

t;
*:

he education and exam-

ination process to
become a registered

architect is incomparable to 'designers'
and contractors. The training required to become an
architect is not only rigorous but [also] broad-based.
A plan service or 'designer'
provides a substandard
product. The houses they
create are not architecture.
'::i:,,:,

We service many budget
clients and have never won
an award, but [we] would
not think of offering our
expertise for less than 10
percent of the project cost.
The people who take issue
with a 10 percent to 15 percent fee don't "get" the value
or the art of architecture.

Jennifer A. Rayburn, IIDA
Vo llertsen Architecture
Melrose. Mass.

redlines
The photographer of the
large Pitchfork photo on
page 76 of the January/
February 2006 issue was
misidentified. The photo
was taken by Tim Murphy/

Fotolmagery.com.

www. residentialarchitect.com
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home f ront
calendar
livine in motion:

the architecture
of sustainability

desig-n and

architecture for
flexible dwelling

may

through may 7
institute of contemporary
art, boston

shepherdstown. w.va.
Roos Aldershoff, copyright Eduard Bohtlingk

This exhibition challenges the sense of permanence the
act of dwelling implies, tracing flexible modes of living
through centuries of design. Highlighted works include
Eduard Bdhtlingk's Mar kie s, 1 986- I 995. The portable
dwellings, shown here, feature roll-up awnings that
create external living rooms when extended. For details,
call 617 .266.5 1 52 or visit www. icaboston. ors.

ca boom
mafCh

23_26

santa monica

3

CAlts@>@nfi$
ahe wesa

4-7

national conservation
training center,

ffiH""

corst independint dcaign shaw!

civic auditorium. santa monica. calif.

Prakash Patel, courtesy AIA

This American Institute of Architects-sponsored
conference will strive to tackle the big questions of
sustainable design, including whether sustainability
is an architectural agenda or an environmental one.
Speakers include Jeanne Gang, AIA, Studio Gang
Architects, and James Timberlake, FAIA, Kieran Timberlake Associates. Shown: The National Conservation
Training Center by SmithGroup (1997). To register,
visit www.aia.org/ev_cod_may06.

greening.r.ooftops for sustainable
communrtres
may

CA Boom is known for its eclectic mix of contemporary
and nontraditional architecture and fumiture, interior,
and landscape design. The conference program includes
panel discussions on "The State ofPrefab" and "The
Green Revolution," as well as home tours in Santa
Monica, Venice, and Culver City, Calif. To register, call
3 10.394.8600 or visit www.caboomshow.com.

ll-12

hynes convention center, boston

Organized by Green Roofs for Healthy Cities, this
two-day conference and trade show will examine
green roof policies and programs, design and implementation strategies, and performance research. More
than 75 exhibitors will be on hand to demonstrate the
latest green technologies, products, and services. To

view a conference agenda, visit greenroofs.org/boston.

Described by builders and designers as the "Best in
the West," the Gold Nugget Awards celebrate creative
excellence in architectural design and land use planning in the 14 Western states and Pacific Rim countries. This year, for the first time ever, the competition
is accepting entries from all countries. Winners in 55
categories will be announced at the PCBC conference
in June. For competition details, call 800.658.2151 or
visit www. goldnuggetawards.com.

residential design 2006
april 5-6
seaport world trade center, boston

More than 200 exhibitors already have signed on for
the Boston Society of Architects' second annual
"Residential Design" show, a smaller, home-centric
version of its annual Build Boston conference. For
program and registration information, call 800.5,14. 1 898
or visit www.buildboston.com/rd.

24
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the green house:
new-directions
in sustainable
architecture and
design
opens may 20

national building museum,
washington, d.c.

JMC Photography, courtesy Michelle Kauffman Designs

Architects who spec green building materials, consumer
products, and energy systems in their projects have
long been helping sustainable design down the road to
mainstream acceptance, as evidenced by the collection
of artifacts featured in this exhibit. Shown: Michelle
Kauffman's Glidehouse, a modular home designed as a
series of shallow buildings to allow maximum natural
ventilation. A life-size, furnished replica ofthe house
will be open to visitors. For details, call202.272.2448
or visit www.nbm.org/Exhibits/upcoming.html.

-marla

misek
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KOF.ILER, Oast lron

Srnart Divide.
Kitchen Sinks

K 5838'7U-96 DeerJed Smart Divide undercounler kitohen Sink in BScLrit. Shown with
Coraia

s

K-6625 33 lron,/Tones Sma( Dvde L,/rcte.coJnter Ktcf,en
n Nlexcan Sand-.. Shown wif Vinrata iaucet.

faucet.

s-<

KOHLER. Smart Divide* Kitchen Sinks.
Bridging the gap between form and function, and proof that
sometimes less is, indeed, more, Smart Divide kitchen sinks feature
rnnovative, patent-pending low-profile dividers. Because the top of the

divider is situated deeper inside the basin area, KOHLER Smart Divide

kitchen sinks are better able to accommodate larger pots, and also
make lt easier to keep water where it belongs

-

in the sink. Available

in four different models including Langlade,", Deerfield,", Woodfield,"
and lron/Iones,",, Smart Divide kitchen sinks come in both self-rimming

and undercounter applications and multiple colors. Complete your
vision with KOHLER Cast lron Smart Divide kitchen sinks.

K 6626-2-96 Langace Sma'i Dvide sei rrlr"nng (t.rhe1 si.rk
n Biscut. Shcwn w1f Vnrela fa!,aet.

Optimal clearance between
faucet spout and divider

Added benefits of a single-basin sink for soaking
cookie sheets and baking pans

Allow the user to effortlesslv transfer items
from basin to bisin

Accommodate larger pots, pans or dishes without
losing the functionality of the divided basins

Shown on front K-5839-5U-96 Woodfield Smart Divide undercounter
kitchen sink in Biscuit. Shown with Forte, faucet.

lOHtER...or

/sma rtd

ivi de

i

nfo

800.4.KOHLER Ext. UP3
O 2006 by Kohler Co.
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The Association of
Pool & Spa Professionals

2ltl

Eisenhower Avenue

Afexandria,UA 22314

703.838.0083
wrvrv.TheAPSPorg
Circle no.266

lS SPRIN G, learn how to capitalize on this new
market 0pp0rtunity at Hanley Wood's first an n ual

TH

Digital Home conference,
CONFERINCE ATTINIEES WILL LEARN:

. How to make a profit selling home entertainment
security systems and home automation packages
to a netlv generation of homebuyers

frT" I

BROUGHT To

. Where to find the best most sought after pruducts
. H0w to handle warranty and installation
. How to win in an area where chanqe is constant
You BY

!

DiUt_tAl Builderi
q

CORPORATE SPONSOR

-EI'SFF
SPONSOR

1'.-"1rJ-l,

ErT.lll

A New Way To Profit
COlt|FIRINCE l|IOt| LIGl|T$:
Tour of high-end homes with

DIgl-H
conf erence

state-of-the-art automation
0roundbreaking research on
the future of digital home building

Input from integrators, builders,
and sales & marketing staff in
the digital home arena

DON'T MISS
ApRtL

3t,

2008

.

RAl'lC]|0 BtRltAR00 tl'|]'|

.

SAl*|

II
ilt00,

CA

Panels including manufacturers,

distributors, builders and industry
technology experts
Display area of latest digital
home products and technology

The Time ls Now!
Attend the only conference for key decision
makers who spec, build and install digital homesl

Grand Canyon"' Shingles
GAF's Grand Canyon shingle is a thick
laminated shingle that simulates the look
of rugged wood shakes for the upscale home.
The incredible depth and dimension of Grand
Canyon shingles will astound even the most
casual observer. With carefully sculpted shingle
tabs and a subtle "shadow effect." ultra-heavvweight Grand Canyon Shingles result in a
sophisticated, yet rugged design. Unlike wood
shakes, however, these shingles have a UL
Class A rating, ideal for high-fire risk areas.
Additionally, their larger size makes for easier,
faster installation. Grand Canyon shingles
feature a Lifetime ltd. transferable warantv.
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New RidseRunner''' exhaust vent
for roof ridges combines the performance of a
baffled rigid vent with the ease of a ro11 vent.
Faster and easier to install, RidgeRunner"'vents
are fully nail-gunnable and include l-314" co1l
nails. They also include GAF's EasyTear'" feature,
which allows you to hand-tear the product in 12"

increments-no knives necessary and less waste.
Circle no. 53

Grand Slate"'Shingles

Grand Slate shingles combine massive, extra-thick
tabs with a specially-blended color palette to create
the look of real slate shineles-at a fraction of the
cost of expensive slate. Giand Slate shingles also
feature GAF's Super-Heavvweisht "PLUS" construction (approx. 425 lbs. per square) for ultimate
durability. They carry a Class A fire rating from
Underwriters Laboratories-the highest rating
possible (unlike some plastic or synthetic "slate'
shingles, which cany only a Class C fire rating),
plus a Lifetime ltd. transferable wananty.
Circle no. 66

Circle no. 55

Atlantic Premium Shutters are fully-functional and handcrafted to
each customer's exact specifications, using the latest in state of
the art materials. Atlantic Shutters are designed to deliver enduring
beauty and graceful charm.

'4ililttiD
9remi,arn, Sfufrer&

Atlantic Premium Shutters offers the ultimate in historical authenticity,
meticulous detailing and distinctive elegance for the truly
discerning homeowner.
Backed by a lifetime structural warranty and a

15

year finish warranty.

www.atl
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k+b studio
kitchen:
main course
Burke wants to lead by example, so he designed his
with sustainability firrnly in mind. Located on a
site outside San Diego, the house produces
energy than it consumes, and it has as much outliving space as interior room. Ultimately, Burke
hopes the homestead will allow his family of five to
live entirely off the land. In the meantime, he planned
the house to encourage family interaction, primarily
through a wide-open kitchen. "The way we live-and
most people live-the kitchen becomes the center of the
universe," he says. "It's the literal center of our home
and everything spins off of it."
On one side of the room, three sets of transparent
folding doors open to a 600-square-foot side porcha showcase for evening vistas of San Diego's distant
lightscape. On the opposite side, the sink counter pierces
the wall to become a serving area for outdoor dining.
From the stove, views extend across an interior eating
area and through single-glazed glass walls to a stone
terrace and concrete-block fireplace. Within the kitchen
are four distinct
workstations,

inviting everyone
to get involved.
A sink with a
prep counter, the
stove island, and
a mail sorting/

desk station define
three sides of the room.

A 4-foot-by-5-foot-4-

Glass walls on the exterior and a lack
of walls inside let the 1,500-square{oot
house live large. Outdoor terraces and
porches nearly double the home's total
square footage.
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inch island offers seatins
or additional chopping
space in the middle.
Part of Burke's green philosophy is to design
small, but flexibly. The island, a case in point,
is mounted on casters and ready to roll anywhere it's needed.
"If you sacrifice aesthetics, then it stigmatizes the idea of being green," the architect
says. In that vein, he designed the cabinetry
"to be more than basic storage." Diaphanous
cabinets cantilever off a column iust behind

residentialarchitect.com

the stove. "They give you a sense of separation
without interfering with the great view to the
north," he explains. Sleek cable lighting adjusts
for brightness without detracting from the home's
exposed post-and-beam structure, which is built
of laminated strand lumber-a renewable timber
product. Natural materials, such as granite counters
and ground-slate floors, stand up to abuse and
enjoy long life spans. Jatoba wood from sustainably harvested forests brings richness to the cabinetry, windows, and doors. Using one material in
a variety of ways "creates a continuity throughout the house," he says.-sftelley d. hutchins
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Photos: Paul Body

T

architect: Brad Burke,

San Diego

construction manager: Burdick

I

.6t6_

Construction,

Escondido. Calif.

I
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resources: dishwasher: Asko; faucets: Grohe;
lighting: Red Dot and Tech Lighting; range: Wolf
Range Co.; refrigerator and freezer: Sun Frost
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k+b studio
bath:
inside out
versatile, and sustainable with strong indoorties. These were the goals Tom lrnchek,
AIA. had in mind for his own vacation home in the
Mountains. The lone bathroom in this
foot cabin is a microcosm of those
itions. "Having this be the only bath in the
house was a decision we struggled with because
we often have guests," says Lenchek, principal of
Seattle-based Balance Associates. "But breaking
out of our regular living panerns was an important
concept for the entire house." And he made sure
this singular sensation suited a variety of needs
with its open shower, soaking tub, double vanity,
and sauna for two.
Outside the glass double doors is an additional
rudimentary bathing area-just a showerhead and
utility sink enclosed within a courtyard. Its walls of
board-formed, cast-in-place concrete were left
rough for a textural, low-maintenance finish. The
same material makes up the walls of the indoor
shower, and concrete flooring warmed by radiant
heat stretches inside and out. A l0-inch+hick hunk
of ponderosa pine cut from a standing dead tree
forms the 6-foot-long-by-2-foot-deep vanity. There
was even enough left over to make a step for the
bathtub and several
pieces of furniture for
the house. Pine boards
for the exterior cladding
were also reclaimed,

from a water flume
in a nearby valley.
"Location-driven materials make sense both
for sustainability and
Photos: Steve Keating

vernacular reasons,"

Lenchek says.-s.d.ft.
The bathroom is sectioned otf so more
than one person can use it at a time.
The sauna is tucked away behind the
shower. The soaking tub, hidden behind
the linen closet wall, offers views across
the courtyard to the mountains beyond.
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architect:

Balance Associates, Seattle

general contractor: Rhinehart Construction, Winthrop, Wash.

concrete fabricator: Brandenburg Construction, Winthrop
resources: plumbing fittings: Americh, Kohler, and Toto;
plumbing fixtures: Chicago Faucets and Grohe
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Your

technical
partner.

The Custom Electronic Design &
Installation Association has raised

the industry standard for residential
electron ic systems contractors.

With starstudded education and
professional certifications, our
members are experts in the design,

installation, and project management

of residential home theaters, multiroom audio and video, lighting control,

and security surveillance. All elements

of home planning where you know
you need superior knowledge and
expertise.

Good news
for you.
Bringing in a CEDIA CertiJied
professional on the front end will save
you and your customer money. li
will also ensure that the appropriate
wiring accommodates the future
neadc n{ rrnrrr rlionl

That's where
CEDIA helps.
From comprehensive project

management to expert design and
installation, CEDIA Members will
complement your plan and ensure
that the technology meets the highest
industry standards.

CUSTOM
ELECTRONIC
DESIGN &
INSTALLATION

ASSOCIATION
"Your Link to the Electronic Lifestyleo'1
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sense and sustainability
david miller explains his three-pronged
approach to sustainable design.

by david miller, faia
esigning for sustainability can be one of
the most important
and challenging architectural
tasks. Through modem engineering, architects have been
able to produce reasonably

generatron to generation, as they were in
earlier times.
I believe overall
concepts of sustainable design can be
grouped into three

for

comfortable interior condi-

areas: designing

tions in almost any climate.
However, the engineering
necessary to accomplish this
sense of comfort requires
high-grade energy to control
natural environmental conditions. Architects interested in
sustainable design must
reduce reliance on the precious resources fueling these
high-grade energy systems

place; designing
smaller and multivalent solutions; and
designing for beauty

first.

think locally
Current strategies for
designing sustainable
solutions are too general. They fail to take

while still providing a rea-

advantage

sonable degree of comfort

conditions of place.
As the architect
Harwell Hamilton
Harris stated, "To be

for

a

building's occupants.

To further complicate
matters, the essential elements and principles of sustainable design go beyond
issues of energy conservation and material content.
They must bring into play
the qualities of space and
form, flexibility for adaptive
use over time, qualities of
transparency and utilization
of daylight, the free flow of

air within a building, and fit
with a particular site. There
should be an aesthetic qual-

ity that endures, heals the
heart, and ultimately renders
a house worthy ofpreserva-

tion. We should want our
homes to be passed on from

residential architect

ofcritical

expressed, an idea
must be built; it must
be particularized, lo-

calized, set within a
region." Architects can
produce amazing solutions when they under-

Slephen Cridland

Miller oflen manages to meet his clients'programmatic needs with a smaller
house than they originally requested. The otfthe-grid Marquand Retreat, which
he designed, tops out at just over 500 square feet.

stand local conditions
of ecology, geography, and
climate and when they involve the use and transformation of regional materials
and building traditions. This
is not to say that we need to
replicate the vemacular; we
just need to understand the
principles of vernacular

architecture that are relevant

/ march 2006

today, of which there are
many, and translate them
into current practice.
Solutions that involve
technology, active and passive solar systems, water
conservation practices, ventilation strategies, and recycled content materials all
revolve around understandins

the local environment. In the
Pacific Northwest, we worry
about cutting down trees, yet
wood in our region has 50
percent less embodied energy
than steel. We just need to
manage the resource. Seattle
architect Roland Terry, FA[A,
for example, used large

continued on page 40
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pe

rspective
reclaimed trees that drifted
up on the beach below his
site when designing his own
house on Lopez Island in
Washington state's San Juan
Islands. At the Reeve Residence, also on Lopez Island,
Cutler Anderson Architects
built up columns and beams
using 2x dimensional lumber. This reduced the need
for heavy timber structural
members usually made from
old-growth Douglas frr or
glueJams.

small and lovely
Architects typically ask
clients for a program brief
describing the functional
requirements of their residence. In this brief, clients
often predetermine the size
of their dream home based
on subjective information
relative to experiences in
homes of others or perhaps
a simple desire to own a
home of a particular scale.
The job of the designer is to
question assumptions such
as these. We must transform
the program into a statement of balance between
the functions of necessity
and the values of the spiri-

tual. The spiritual feel of a
space might be achieved in

half the square footage of
its typical preconceived
size. Equally, the size or

number of spaces in a house
might be reduced by questioning their use and ultimate flexibility over time.
If we can meet the func-

tional needs of our clients
in 70 percent of their original
program and yet provide a
better-built and more spiritually engaging solution,
we have gone a long way
toward preserving our environment. The Marquand
Retreat in Eastern Washington, which I designed, is off
the grid and, at 500 square

feet, a viable alternative to

city living.
Only beautifully made
residences contribute to

our built environment in a
sustainable way and will
be considered worthy of
preservation. The challenge
is to integrate function and
aesthetic value into an en-

during architecture that
cooperates with nature and
works in concert with ecological principles. One of
my partners, Bob Hull, FAIA,
did so with the Lake Marcel
Residence, an 1,SOO-squarefoot earth-sheltered house
near Seattle.
The number of designs
for sustainable residences
and ecological buildings has
expanded in just a few short
years, but architects still hold
an underlying suspicion of

Photos (above and below left): Courtesy The Miller/Huil partnership

The author admires Cutler Anderson Architects'ingenious use of
dimensional lumber at the Reeve Residence (top). He also singles
out the Lake Marcel Residence (above) by Bob Hull, FAIA, for its
fluid integration of beauty and sustainable principles.

the lasting nature of this
movement. This resistance
to embracing environmentally responsible design as

the pivotal relationship between ecological values and
the design of our physical

environment. fa

a significant contributing

factor to shaping form is
due in large part to the
belief that it is a fashion, or a radical off-

David Miller, FAIA, is a
founding partner and principal of The Miller/Hull

our built environment

shoot movement, and
will not last. It is of
vital importance to the
discipline of architecture that we overturn

in a sustainable wey."

this suspicion-and we
are running out of time.

Partnership in Seattle and a
professor at the University
of Washington. This article is
adaptedfrom his 2005 book
Toward a New Regionalism:
Environmental Architecture
in the Pacific Northwest
( U niv ers ity of Was hington

We should be looking at

Press).

"only beautifully made
residences contribute to

40
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THE INFINITY]M SYSTEM, aiong with the InfinityfM Control

The Most EnergyEtficient System
You Can Buy.

command center, optimizes the performance of our high-efficiency

furnace and air conditioner with a zoning capability that gives
homeowners control of up to 8 zones in their home. The

programmable, digital control is designed for ease of use by

the consumer and for simplified installation by the dealer. With
the control unit, the complete system improves homeowner
satisfaction by providing longer heating and cooling cycles at
lower fan speeds for energy savings and more consistent

temperatures throughout the home.

The InfinityTrr System is the first HVAC
system to use a single control to integrate
and manage all six comfort functions:

WITH THE "PLUG 'N PLAY AND WALK
AWAY" four wire connection, time reguired

temperature, humidity, airflow, ventilation,
indoor air quality and zoning. lt also provides

for installation is reduced by at least

unprecedented system diagnostic capabilities.

To

10 percent compared to previous systems

the hsmeowner, the control is easy to

with programmable controllers. Start-up is

program and a welcome sight.

simplified because the Infinity Control
automatically configures itself to the system
and all its components and system-wide
diagnostics are provided via the control unit

in plain language instead of numerical codes
that require a manual to interpret.
Contaci your local Carrier distributor to order

the Infinity System.
'T(1ai en€rgy aogls caiauialed us:ng AFI siatr0i(:9,
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keepins up

lf you had to carry around
all your product literature

you could.
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effort of searching through mountains of information.
Our free Web site has more than 250,000 building products from 400 manufacturers.
You can find specifications, catalogs, installation instructions, warranty information,
and more. We offer links to pro resources and tools, product news, and product
companies. You can even get local job leads or search for house plans-we have
more than 15,000. Handle all your product information with just two hands.
Handle it with ebuild.

ebuild

saves you the time and

:ai-',ir'i;l::

l-ranleYAnr13a3q.g

ebuild
www.ebuild.com

Architect; Rrcardo Capretta
Project: Cascacie

Design. Create. Insptre.
Loewen has provon it; industry leadership and environmental eommitment by receiving
Fcrest Stewardship Council chain o{ custcdy certification {or a complete line of luxury
fenestration products. contact a Loewen Architectural consultant at 1.g77.563.936g
to l:egin the experience.
Discover the world's most inspiring windows and doors at www.loewen.com
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lnSpire" has more color choices than anyone else in the industry (5 standard and 13
premium colors) and is the only brand that offers blended two-color tiles with 7
different color ootions. InSoire's colors remain consistent from one order t0 the next
thanks to a coloi tnrough process that is used to make each tile. With no blending of
tiles needed on the iob site and no lot numbers to worry about, it's designed to deliver
an experience that is truly inspired.

rl'|5 PlRtROOFIITIG PRBDUCTS
For more information, call 1-800-971 -41 48
or visit ww.inspireroof ing.com
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The bar-shaped design of
this Lake Michigan house
aligns water views and
promotes energy-saving
cross-ventilation. A large
west-facing skylight over
the second-story observatory draws solar heat
when the trees have shed
their leaves. And a polycarbonate clerestory fills
the garage with natural
light by day and glows
from within at night.
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by nigel f. maynard,
meghan drueding, and
shelley d. hutchins

sheltering
birches
It's an undeniable fact that home building
consumes resources and disturbs nature. The
goal of a responsible architect, then, is to
design a house that blunts the blow to its
delicate surroundings. This 2,700-square-foot
gem in Wisconsin is such a house. "The homeowners wanted something sensitive to the
environment," says Brian Johnsen, AIA, of
Milwaukee-based Johnsen Schmaling Architects, but like many laypeople, they were
unsure of what and how much that would

entail. "We tried to introduce as many [sustainable strategiesl as we could without going
over the budget," he says.
Located in a rural area of the state, the 2.5acre site is graced by a grove ofbirch trees,
which provide a degree of privacy the clients
wanted to preserve. Because the site also
encompasses a steep bluff overlooking Lake

Michigan, the architects sought to maximize
the views as well. To accomplish these goals,
the duo designed the house as an l8-foot-wide
linear volume oriented on a north-south axis.
"The shape takes advantage ofthe views, but
the thinness allows light to penetrate the interiors and maximizes cross-ventilation," thus
reducing electric loads for lighting and air
conditioning, Sebastian Schmaling, AIA, explains. Very few trees were removed from the
site. Instead, the house cleaves tightly to the
birch grove, borrowing shade from the tree

www.
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do not dis{urb
canopy in summer and drawing light and
warmth through a large, west-facing skylight
in the winter.
The architects looked to the area's agrarian
traditions for their exterior palette but kept
most of the colors dark to blend house and
foliage. The base is stained concrete block, the
siding is fiber cement and cedar board-andbatten, and the roof is standing-seam metal.
"The steel roof can be recycled and has a low

lifecycle cost," Schmaling says. "The light
color also reduces heat gain."
The architects' biggest sustainable move successfully winnowing the size of the house
while still answering the clients'program-is
the least obvious. Instead of multiple singlepurpose rooms, they designed multiuse, flexible spaces that adapt to various tasks; large,
custom sliding doors augment the feeling of
space with expansive views to the outdoors.
Other sustainable attributes come from lowVOC paints and stains, reclaimed flooring, a
super-efficient HVAC system, and Energy Starrated appliances.
Along with its satisfied clients, the firm's
biggest enjoyment derives from the stealth
quallty of the house's sustainable design. It
doesn't scream green, nor did it consume vastly
more green than a conventional house. "It does
cost a little more to design an efficient house,"
says Johnsen, "but there are simple commonsense things you can do" to make a house that
rests lightly on the land, stresses quality over
quantity, and consumes less energy. -n.f.m.
project:
House in the Woods, Port Washington, Wis.

architect:
Johnsen Schmaling Architects, Milwaukee

general contractor:
Ruvin Bros., Glendale, Wis.

proiect size:
2,700 square feet

site size:
2.5 acres

construction cost:
Withheld

photography:
Courtesy Johnsen Schmaling Architects, except where noted
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Photos labove and leltlr Doug Edmunds

Two semi-protected,
qarPtrnpd nor.h and dock
areas (above and oppocito\

2ra m2ala

frnm

crrc-

tainably harvested ipe
hardwood. An ipe trellis,
which tops the entry colonnade, penetrates the
building envelope for a
sense of continuation.

The house blurs its bound
aries with 7-foot-wide custom mahogany-and-glass
doors at front and back.
But, like dutif ul sentinels.

the birch trees shield the
building from unnerving
transparency.
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blue heaven
Some architects approach sustainability from an
energy-efftciency point of view making houses
that require as little power as possible. Others
concentrate on materials, trying to source as
many green elements as they can. And a brave
few throw most of their environmental efforts
into designing buildings that produce their own
energy. McKinney Architects borrowed a little
from each strategy for this sky-blue Austin,
Texas. residence, with admirable results: The

home's well-rounded sense of sustainability
won it a rare five-star rating from Austin Energy's
Green Building Program.
The project features a water-cooled, closedloop air conditioning system that consumes 30
percent less energy than standard air conditioning.
More commonly used in commercial and industrial buildings, the system incorporates an
exterior cooling tower hidden by landscaping.
"It's very quiet both outside and inside, which
was an unforeseen benefit," says principal-incharge Heather McKinney, AIA. Spray-in foam
insulation, double-pane low-E windows, and
programmable thermostats help the house
retain cool or warrn air as the weather outside
dictates. And fluorescent lighting-some mixed
in with halogen bulbs and some used on its
own

-also

saves electricity.

McKinney and project architect Brian Carlson worked with the clients, an Austin couple
with two young children, to find green materials such as compressed-wheatboard cabinetry,
low-VOC paints, and recycled-glass countertops. The original house on the property was
clad in stone veneer, which the architects
stripped off and reused in the retaining walls
and fireplace of the new building. (The old
house, meanwhile, was bought and moved to
another site-the ultimate nod to recycling.)
Hardwood floors consist of cumaru, also
known as Brazilian teak, purchased from a
sustainable lumber supplier. And eco-conscious
cork covers the floors in the "messy room," a
multipurpose space for activities like art projects and flower arranging.
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Painted, vertically applied
liber-cement siding accentuates trim geometric
forms. A recycled-stoneclad fireplace warms the
sunroom as well as the
double-height family room.
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A nearly invisible array of
photovoltaic panels occupies the roof of the home's
dark-blue half (top). The
glass hyphen linking the
twin building components
creates an interior core of
natural light.
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The building's shape-two long, "Monopoly
house"-like forms connected by a slim glass
link-lends itself to both photovoltaic panels
and a rainwater collection system. Rain runs
down off the pitched, standing-seam metal
roofs and flows through gutters into a freestanding, 1,200-gallon backyard cistern. The
clients use the water for landscape irrigation,
so no filters are necessary. A three-kilowatt
photovoltaic system sits unobtrusively on the
south side of one roof; it's only visible from
the side elevation, and then only upon close
inspection. During cooler, non-air-conditioned
months, it often provides all the energy the
home needs to function.
The home's distinctive profile serves a purely
aesthetic purpose as well. "We were really concemed with not doing something so massive
that it overwhelmed the street," says McKinney,
speaking of herself, Carlson, and partner Al
York, AIA. "Breaking up the massing by having
two forms made it seem like a smaller house.
We also liked the proportions of the two pieces.
They're tall and nilrow and have a playfulness
to them that wouldn't have been possible with
bigger forms."-m.d.
proiect:
Robbs Run House, Austin, Texas

architect:
McKinney Architects, Austin

general contractor:

Bill Dorman Construction, Austin
landscape designer:

.J*ry1
'n4.n'

Theresa Kwilosz, Austin

interior designer:
Agnes Boume, San Francisco

mechanical contractor:
Allied Energy Systems, Austin

proiect size:
3,900 square feet

site size:
0.3 acre

construction cost:
Withheld

photography:
Greg Hursley, except where noted
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Casey Dunn

Outside, a quirky
bump-out holds an

all-purpose space
Heather McKinney,
AlA, calls the "messy
room" (left), and a
rainwater cistern
nestles discreetly
into the landscaping
(above).

The house gracefully
addresses its site with an
entry bridge over uneven
topography (above and
top). A child-friendly stair
case turns into an openriser conductor of light
(above middle), and a
gleaming quartz-sudace
counter reflects overhead
light in the kitchen (right).
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cool moves
Desert divcllers

lile n'ith

extremes. Summer

heat easily escalates to triple di-uits and nighttime tempclatures slide precipitously into sweater
weather. It's a tough assignrnent to conserve
energy under these harsh conditions. But, fresh

from architecture school rvith a business nervly
minted as ''vs. design." Ken Vermillion and
Michael Song rvisely looked to the past fbr help
battling the elements. Their biggest lesson rvas
to prioritize passive cooling, and to balance its
accommodations rvith the modern taste fbr
indoor-outdoor living and lorv-maintenance
materials.
"l feel that, in this profession. you can't
help but be arvare of the environmental impact
as paft of the design," Vermillion says. "In

this case, lve su-ggested a Trombe rvall as an
efl'ective method to increase both cooling and
heating effrciency." The three-foot-thick rvall
bisects the floor plan along the east-west axis.
absorbing due-south rays during the day and
radiating them back into the house once the
mercury drops at night. For maximum beneirt.
prin'rary living spaces are or_uanized around
the exposed concrete rnonolith. and polishedconcrete floors underscore the quotidian cycle
of coolin-e and hcating.
"Providing natural air movement drops the
temperature l0 de_erees to l5 degrees." explains
Song. rvho also teaches sustainable design at
Los Angeles Harbor College. The designers
studied prevailing rvind patterns and used those
results to loeate lhe pool ttr rnaxintize e\aporative cooling. And if the ivinds change direction'J
Then the nearbl' ,euesthouse reaps the benefit.
In the main house. raised ceilin-s heights near
the center of the plan and electronically operable
transoms help vent hot air and drive rcfreshing
cross-ventilation. When daylight dirns. artitlcial
illumination is doled out throu-gh a central
lighting-control system that adjusts each flxture
by de-erees to conservc cvery possible kilorvatt.
One energy concern rvas thc broad expansc
of roof. rvhich had been dictatecl by the client's
single-floor program. "We used rigid insulation
76
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A balanced variety of materials and color on the exterior
elevations helps break up the
substantial footprint of the
single-story building. Natural
wood beneath e)ilerior overhangs adds warmth to a
durable palette of stucco,
glass, and corrugated metal.
Vermillion and Song exaggerated front and rear door overhangs to "symbolize arrival
and make grand entries."
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do not disturb
on top of the traditional stuff as well as a
reflective white roof liner," says Song. "That
allows the roof to absorb far less heat."
Sustainable due diligence didn't stop with
energy conservation. Materials chosen for environmental friendliness, including integratedcolor stucco, raw concrete, maple-faced MDF,
and Galvalume, also tend to be low- or no
maintenance and are, therefore, client-friendly
as

well.

The designers also looked for ways to make
outdoor living comfortable year-round. A courtyard layout tucks pocket terraces into undulating
exterior walls. "This way, even in the height of
summer, there's always somewhere to escape
to where the sun isn't beating directly down,"

Vermillion

says.

The sun was certainly beating down one
summer afternoon when Vermillion and Song

went to visit the clients in their completed
home. As they were touring the house, the husband leaned over and told Vermillion in a conspiratorial whisper that he didn't even have the
air conditioning on. It appears the team's effort
to build for a more sustainable future is already
paying off, one electric bill at a time.-s.d.h.
project:

The home's Trombe wall
protects the living room
and master bedroom wing
from direct southern exoosure. Indoor and outdoor
fireolaces are housed
within the concrete shell.

Vista Dunes Residence, Rancho Mirage, Calif.

designer:
vs. design, Los Angeles-Ken Vermillion, Michael Song,
and Roderick Villafranca

general contractor:
Nubank Intemational, Palm Desert, Calif.

structural engineer:
Stricker Engineering, Cloverdale, Ore.

landscape designer:
Bohemian Designs, San Bemardino, Calif.

project size:
5,500 square feet

i,

\, '\

t\

/,--.'

site size:

L

4.9 acres

construction cost:
$229 per square foot

photography:
Benny Chan/Fotoworks
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lf you have not already become part of the rapidly growing "Marmoleum" movement, Marmoleum click is your opportunity
to ioin in and profit. Made from natural Marmoleum ingredients and mounted on aquasafe HDFwith a cork backing,
Marmoleum ctick is the new concept in home decorating and is a sound solution for an easy, "gtueless", in & out

instaltation system.
Marmoleum click offers consumers customization, comfort under foot, and a 25-year warranty. Our innovative new finish,

Topshield, ensures a highty effective shield against dirt and scuff marks. Avaitable in 18 colors in approximate sizes of
1,2"

x36" panets and

1.2"

xt2"

accent squares, Marmoleum click offers an easy to clean, hygienic environment.

Satisfo your customers with this practical, unique, visually pleasing, warm to the touch and easily installed flooring system
Learn more, visit: www.themarmoleumstore.com |

1 866 MARMOLEUM

(627-6653).

natufalty."" cotorfulty... creatively... and easily yours
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doctor spec

no-blame flame
finally, you can spec hearth burn without heartburn.

by nigelf. maynard
he fireplace has long
been an iconic symbol

in American culture.
"It takes us back to
grandmother's house," says
Carbondale, Colo.-based
architect Doug Graybeal,
AIA, "and it's better than
television." But, setting
aside our affrnity for nostalgia, grandma's house was
woefully short on energy
efficiency, and her fireplace
was a major source of the

problem.
Today's higher standards
for sustainability and energy
effrciency are putting that
much-loved hearth in a compromising position. "Fireplaces have a high aesthetic
value, but they have a low
environmental efficiency
value," says Rick Harlan
Schneider, AIA, principal,
Inscape Studio, Washington,

D.C. "They're often more
trouble than they're worth."

fireside chat
According to the California
Environmental Protection
Agency's Air Resources
Board, most wood-burning
fireplaces rob houses of
heat because they draw air
from the room and send it
up the chimney. Along with
their inefficiency, fireplaces
contribute to indoor and
outdoor air pollution. In
2004,the American Lune

Finnish-made Tulikivi thermal-mass fireplaces are pricey, but they burn cleanly and their soapstone
surrounds generate warmth for up to 24 hours atter the flames have dimmed.

Association of Califomia
called wood smoke from
fueplaces "the largest stationary source of air pollution in the Bay Area during
[the] winter months."
That's not to say that
fireplaces have fallen out
of favor with architects.
Indeed, they're as popular
as ever. Graybeal is a huge
fan-especially of efficient,
heat-producing Rumford

models-and Harlan Schneider still specifies them in
his work. "In one project,
we designed a fireplace for
aesthetic value, but the chimney was designed to be a
thermal mass," he says.
As Graybeal and Harlan
Schneider's experiences
demonstrate, fi replacefavoring architects con-

residential architect / march 2006

cemed with energy efficiency

becue Association (HPBA).

do have options. Hearth &
Home Technologies, Travis

"The key to the system is

Industries, Lennox Hearth
Products, and other manufacturers have developed
a large and varied line of
eco-friendly hearth products
that offer the aesthetics of
fire-and some of the
warmth that goes with it.
Pellet stoves, for example, are among the cleanestburning hearth products on
the market. Available in

freestanding or built-in
models, these stoves burn
biomass pellets made from
recycled wood waste. "Pellet stoves iue very ef;Ecient,"
says John Crouch, director
of public affairs in the Citrus Heights, Calif., offtce
of the Hearth. Patio & Barwww.

that it burns a small internal
fire." Pellet stoves also provide a fair amount of heatanywhere from 25,000 BTUs
to 60,000 BTUs per hour,
Crouch says. Some even
use clean-burning corn kernels and don't require a
conventional chimney.
An EPA-approved woodbuming stove is another
excellent altemative. According to the agency's Web site,
EPA-certified wood stoves
burn more efficiently than
older, noncertified models
because signifi cantly less
creosote builds up in their
chimneys. EPA-certifi ed
stoves perform a slow, controlled bum by limiting the
continued on page 84
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amount of combustion air,

resulting in an air-to-fuel
ratio of about 15:1. (By comparison, open wood-buming
fireplaces typically have an
air-to-fuel ratio of more than
50:1.) According to HPBA,
wood stoves are excellent
heat sources because thev
operate at rates of up to
70,000 BTUs per hour.

"Before I got into doing
green houses, I loved fireplaces, because they are a
very sculptural element in
a room," says Paula BakerLaporte, an architect and
author on sustainable design practices based in
Tesuque, N.M. Then she
discovered more eco-friendly

options, including Tulikivi
fireplaces. According to
their Finland-based manufacturer, Tulikivi thermalmass fireplaces store large

amounts of heat because
they're made mostly of soapstone. They also burn wood
so cleanly that they even
outdo the strictest environmental codes. Baker-Laporte
says she sometimes uses a
mason to build a custom

thermal-mass fireplace, but
she'll substitute certified
wood stoves when the budeet

is tight.
Gas units are also triedand-true altematives to wood-

buming models. Consisting
of factory-built fueboxes

with glass doors, gas units
are typically speced for their
aesthetic value. HPBA savs
"heater-rated" units will
provide efficiency and heat
output similar to a central
furnace. Other models feature ducting to circulate heat
throughout a particular zone
of a house. "Heated units

have air exchangers and a
thermostat so a homeowner
can control the heat," HPBA's
Crouch explains. "It bums
cleanly and gives off only a
tiny amount of emissions."
Purists might cringe at
the thought, but electric
fireplaces-which use light
and reflective material to
simulate flames can deliver
the cheery appeal of fire
without the concerns associated with gas or wood.
"You are not piercing the
building envelope, so there
is no opportunity for outside air or moisture to penetrate the interior." explains
Martyn Champ, president,

Dimplex North America,
Cambridge, Ontario. An
electric unit can, therefore,
be installed anywhere in the
house. A built-in electric
unit on aZ20-volt circuit

will give off about 10,000
BTUs per hour, which is
comparable to a traditional
The environmentally
friendly EcoSmart
fireolace burns
byproducts ol sugar
cane and other biodegradable items.
The self-contained
units reouire no fuel
line or flue. but need
a room dimension of
at least 2,400 cubic
feet for adequate
ventilation.

fireplace, Champ says. The
company even offers a unit
that has a built-in hypoallergenic air-purification system.

intelligent design
EcoSmart is another relatively new hearth product.
The flueless, environmentally
friendly, open fueplace
bums denatured alcohol.
which comes from sugar
cane, wheat, bananas, and
other biodegradable items.
"The byproduct of the
burning process is carbon
dioxide and heat." explains
Paul Fiermonte, president
of Chicago-based Casamonte, one of the product's

distributors. Manufactured
by The Fire Co. in Sydney,

84
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Australia, EcoSmart fireplaces don't require any
installation or utility connection for the fuel supply.
They're available in builtin renovator models or as
burner kits for greater
design versatility. Fiermonte says the fireplace
gives off about 13,000
BTUs per hour and holds
a 5-liter can that will burn
for eight, 12, or 24 hours,
depending on the setting.

match point
Specing an eco-friendly
hearth is a fairly straightforward and inexpensive
process. At $1,000 to $4,000
a pop, most of the units discussed here fit most budsets.
(Tulikivi fireplaces can
exceed $20,000, however.)
Of course, you'll still need
to consider jurisdictional
limitations. which vary from
state to state, and adhere to
appropriate chimney placement requirements.
Once these determinations are made, it's simply
a matter of selecting the
right unit-a task Crouch
says is easier than ever and
will grow even more important in the years to come.
'As energy prices have demonstrated over the last year,
it makes more and more
sense to design a home with
more than one way to keep
warm," he says.
Warmth, energy efficiency,
and clean-burning good
looks

-

with eco-friendly

fireplaces, you can conjure
all the comforts of grandma's house, and safeguard
the earth for her greatsrandchildren. ra
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walls inside homes
are made of paper-faced drywall.
1. Most

2. Mold eats paper,

AFFb

r@

3. lf you eliminate the paper you reduce
the chances for mold.

4. Georgia-Pacific introduces
DensArmor' Plus paperless drywall,
literature ^
plus,^
I

lf you're designing, building or remodeling a home and would like free
on G-p Gypsum's revolutionary paperless drywall, DensArmor
carr 1-800-BU

c-p Gypsum
",1t;5[Hffi::l,g:#ili:3;.?illt-800-225-611e a ceo@Pacirioiompanv
@2006 G-P Gypsum Corporation. All rights reserved, DENSARM0R is a registered trademark of G-P Gypsum Corporation
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Save

time and lower cost in 3 easy steps...

stil building square columns on the iob site? WHY?

cosrs less? Not any more,

rt savesTrME? Not any

For ages, builders and remodelers have been

building square

columns on the job site. They have used pine, cedar, or redwood,
and have hoped that the columns would outlast their 1 year home
warranty. Some were lucky, and others were not' lmagine the
amount of TIME that goes into building a square column on the

more. More design oPTloNS? Not any more.

job site. What does it really

COST you? Over time,

what will it COST

you?Take a look at HB&G's new PermaWrapn column' lt comes

with a 5 yeaTWARRANTY and installs around any loadbearing
post. You can LOWER your cost and save time by installing HB&G'S
PermaWrapil columns. For more information, call us today'
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HANLEY WOOD
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BUFFALO NY 14205-5109
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One Wood.
So Many Possibilities.
Whatever your style, from Contemporary,
Rustic/Southwest, to Antique Reproduction..,

Whatever your finish,
from Clear to Cordovan,
Glazes to Antique

Finish...

German Beech is durable,
readily available and comes

from sustainable forests.
It sands to a high polish,
finishes beautifully and takes
a wide range of finishes.
To

find out about German Beech or recelve a free

sample for your next

H

design-contact us todayl

POJ!^[I!FJ"-EJ
North American Sales Office, Poriland. 0R
Toll Free 86E-432-0699
0utside U.S. 503-452-5800 Fax 503-452-5801
usa@pollmeier.com
www.pollmeier.com

.

looking to spec doors?
e have more than 16,000 to choose from.
clients

www,ehuild"ffiffiffi$
Now you can lind all the product

Ilre best

infomation you need instantly.
Search. Find. Compare.

You'll find everghing lrom
product descriptions, diagnms,
and dimensions lo installation
instructions and supplier locaton.
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ebuild

ebuild. The professional's guide to building products'.
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V'V wARMBoARD

RADIANT sUBFLooR

Radiant heat has always been the smart choice for your client's new home
addition, and today the smartest system you can specifi is Warmboard.

Warmboard

or

is the only structural subfloor and radiant panel
all in one, No extra
design loads and no extra framing! And, our patented technology delivers the best
performance of any radiant system period.

-

-

Quite simply, this is the best product for your clients.They are ready for
Warmboard - are you?
Call toll-free, l-877-338-5493 or visit us at wvwv.warmboard.com.

Our more than 6,000 breathtaking
decorative svnthetic millwork

THIS IS THE ONLY DR/AMA YOU'LL EVER GET FROM US.
products are backed by unbeatable
service and dedicated nationwide
support. At FyponP we'll help you
make the end result very dramatic.
And getting there very not.

ry
ffi

ffi

wwwspecifypon.com o 8(X).{.{$.3(X0
consultation, call our toll free number or visit
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architects'choice
product picks from the pros.

gilzform
design
architects

griz dwight, aia
washington, d.c.
www.grizform.com

nice to trees
Dwight is fond of renewable
resources, particularly cork
flooring. "I've had cork-tile
floors in every house I've
owned," he says. "The cork
bark is harvested without
harming the tree, and the
resiliency of the tiles is easy on your back during lengthy dinner preparations." Dwight's
preferred supplier is Expanko, which offers l2-inch-by-12-inch or l2-inch-by-24-inch
tiles as well as a glueless floating floor system that comes in l2-inch-by-36-inch planks.
Expanko, 800.345.6202; www.expanko.com.

Judy Davis, Hoachlander Davis Photography

oh, naturel
Cor-Ten is a steel-copper alloy that is prized

for its durability in commercial construction;
Dwight likes the material because it's virtually
maintenance-free and has a high recycled

content. "It's normally used for bridges and
overpasses so that they don't have to be

painted and repainted," he says.

"I

also love
Carolyn Bates Photography

the way the color looks when it rusts. The
steel starts out with a bluish industrial look

that makes neighbors nervous and ends with
a warm brown that looks remarkably like

redwood." United States Steel Corp.,
888.243.685 I ; www.ussconstruction.com.

brick is back
Dwight says bricks add instant character to a building and warm
even the most modern spaces. But not just any brick will do; it has
to be old. "There are so many brick buildings being torn down
these days that I don't see why anyone would buy new bricks," he
says. When securing the cooperation of a demolition site proves
elusive, Dwight turns to reclaimed brick supplier Chicago Antique
Brick. The company sells authentic, reclaimed Chicago common
bricks and street pavers in clay and granite. Chicago Antique
Brick, 800.828. 1208; www.chicagoanriquebrick.com.

-nigelf. maynard
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off the shelf

incendiary devices
where there's no smoke, there's still fire.

eco inferno

emissions or particulates behind. The Sydney, Australia-based manufacturer's
EcoSmart product line consists of flueless freestanding and portable fire
fixtures that can be positioned almost anywhere in the home. EcoSmart's
innovative designs provide the visual and physical warmth of traditional
fires, while their stainless steel fuel boxes allow adjustments in heat and

The EcoFire Super-Grate's heated air jets burn
wood nearly 800 degrees hotter than the average
fire, which increases radiant heat and produces less
smoke, says the maker. Woodside, Calif.-based
Andiron Technologies claims its product reduces
particulate matter and carbon monoxide emissions
by 60 percent and 80 percent, respectively. Forcing
more air to the base of the fire raises the temperature to 1,800 degrees Fahrenheit, resulting in a
cleaner, slower burn. The unit comes in four sizes
to fit fireplaces of various widths and depths and
is available with a left- or right-mounted fan
housing. Andiron Technologies, 650. 330. I 05 I ;

flame output. The Fire Co.; www.ecosmartfire.com.

www.ecofire.com.

good spirits
The Fire Co. calls denatured ethanol-also known as methylated spiritsthe fuel ofthe future, because it produces a smoke-free blaze that leaves no

carrY a torch
Acantha Lifestyle's line of contemporary, portable gel burners
deliver a clean and attractive flame. The United Kingdommanufactured vessels are available in pyramid, cone, globe, and
glass-plate designs with ceramic, stainless steel, and marble finishes.

A container of the carbon dioxide-free gel burns for more than two
hours and may be recycled once depleted. Acantha Lifestyle;
www. acanthafi replaces.com.

continued on page 94
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northern lights
Artequa's patented "Digital Living Lights Process" is endearingly
schizophrenic: One minute it's a fire, the next it's a minor. Developed
in Finland to simulate natural light effects, the company's firelight
products (including the Ellumo Classic and Panoramic) brighten
rooms safely and easily with all of the atmosphere and none of the
mess of traditional flames. Each fixture looks like an elegant minor
during daylight hours; at dusk, a simple switch triggers an image of
flickering firelight. Trim size, color, and materials can be customized.
Artequa; www.artequa.com.

hot water
Whoever said water and electricity don't mix never
saw the Aqueon in action. The electrolysis-fueled

fireplace passes an electrical current through water
to separate the hydrogen from the oxygen. This
ignites the hydrogen to produce a flame and releases
the oxygen into the room. Because hydrogen com-

bustion doesn't produce pollutants, the flame doesn't
require venting. The Aqueon's fuel core fits into
nearly any d6cor and can be placed wherever a proper
electrical hookup exists. Heat & Glo, 888.42'7.39731,
www.heatnslo.com.

advanced degrees
Owners of pellet stoves like Quadra-Fire's Santa Fe can
control the intensity of their fires with the flick of a switch.
The units use compressed pellets-recycled from wood
scraps or cornhusks-which burn hotter and cleaner than
wood logs. Despite its compact design (252lre inches wide
by 27tlt inches tall by 2ltlrcinches deep), the stove can
heat up to 1,500 square feet of surrounding area. Trim
options include gold and brushed nickel. Quadra-Fire'
800.926.4356; www.quadrafi re.com.

-shelley d. hutchins
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Typar's tear strength is up to 5 times stronger than our biggest

competitors. lt's impressive in a chart. Even more impressive on your
jobsite. Typar minimizes exposure to the elements, and minimizes
exposure to costly water damage repairs or replacements.
Typar HouseWrap, now backed by a limited ten year warranty.
800.284.27 80 or typa rhousewra p.com
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Proven to Perform'
Circle no. 51

7lJ.!he nice thing nbout wine is tbat yoa d.oilt hnve to be a connoisseur to enjoy it. But
I whether y0u'7/e a noyice 0r nn expert, ylu. ,nust stzre Jlur wine ltroperly or risk los-|- ing tfu inventory you havc, be it fiue bottles or 500. Wine enthusiasts, in pa.rticu-

Apex Wine Gellars & Racking
Circle no. 501

tar, often spend agood deal of rnoney on wine and want t0 prztect their investment with
a horne wine cellnr.
Tbere nre so rnony factors thnt go into proper wine storage. Ternperatwre and. hwrnid'ity are prime consid.erations, of cowrse, afficting everything from layowt to location t0 cunsttuction rnaterials wsed.. ln ad.dition to thev crucial but practical concerns, homrcwners
showld. d.ecid.e whetber to buitd a. roo?n solely for wine storage 0r t0 cred,te a showroow witb
furniture, lighting, and decor.
By herying abre ast of the wine stu1/fr.ge rnarhet and. ad.t ising clients who have an interest iw wine, bwild.ers and urchitects cd.n ta.p intt a latger market and. irnprote their own
proJitabitity. Read. on ta lenrn abowt wo wine stlra.ge wnnwfactwrers ond. the prod'ucts
they

ffir.

Locar, Ssnvrcns Fno*r TnanNEn PnorsssroNAls
Working with a locally based company is always reassuring, as is
knorving the company has a reputation for excellence. Apex Wine
Cetlars & Racking fits this bill easilv. This companv provides the
local services no other cellar company can match. With L7 regional
offices, Apex serves clients on site with trained Apex cellar consultants and Apex carpenters for installations. That means no untrained
subcontractors. With factory-direct prices, free CAD design services, cooling equipment, doors, and much more' Apex has hundreds
of satisfied builders and architects worldwide because of the compal-lv's top-notch customer service and top-quality products'

Westside Winecellars Circle no. 502

ONn-Srop SnoppING, Fecronv PnrcrNc
Building projects inevitably involve budget overruns and tough choices. One wine storage company
makes it easier for you to keep costs under control. Westside Winecellars offers discount pricing
on all wine racking, cabinets, coolers, and accessories. Using the design wizard on the company's
web site. vou can assemble wine cellars for 24 to 20,000 bottles of wine, and you can choose from a
rrnoeq from econom
economy wine cabinets to h andcarved frtrniture. Brands carried
large inventory that ranges
include Vinotemp, Avanti, Uline, and Breezaire-

Keep reading through this special section for more information on fine manufacturers of wine storage Products.

special advertising section

wine storage/period products
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With this FREE
sen ice, youtll never
have to worry about
missing out on the
hottest new products
to hit the market from the latest line
of stainless steel
appliances to
clean-burning gas
fireplaces, and so
much more.
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end quotes

which visionary
has influenced you most?
Sebastian Schmaling, NA
Johnsen Schmaling Architects, Milwaukee
"Miroslav jit< lnot picturedl is a Czech architect who studied under Aldo Rossi and
whose (mostly unbuilt) architecture emphasizes the inherent qualities of a specific
place. His abstract understanding of what it means to be contextual (or 'analogous,'

calls it) permits him to quote from the everyday-sometimes even banalvemacular, without submitting to vulgar folklore or sentimental historicisms."
as he

Eddie Jones, NA
Jones Studio, Phoenix

"Frank Lloyd Wright,
because of his ability
to keep reinventing
himself. He never
stopped being a student
of architecture. Bruce

Neal Jones, NA
Jones Studio, Phoenix
"One is Bruce Goff [above]. The other one is
him" [points to his brother, Eddie Jones, AIA].

Goff. His education did
not get in the way of his
creativity. Lou Kahn

lleftl. I admire him

so

much, because even

with the most complex
project he could hold it
all in his mind-all the
systems were beautifullY

integrated and resolved. Paul Rudolph was extremely creative
and clever-he could counter whatever mass it took to make a
space. The voids were twice as dynamic as the mass'"

Heather McKinneY, AIA
McKinney Architects, Austin, Texas
"I consider Susan Maxman, FAIA [not pictured], a visionary in
the realm of green building. As the first woman president of
the AIA, she was a strong and effective advocate for sustainable design, in essence bringing it into the mainstream of our
practice."

GrizDwight, wA
GrizForm Design Architects, Washington, D.C'
'Akira Kurosawa [above]. The beautiful intricacies of
color, movement, light, and shadow of his films create a
visual depth that is far beyond the two dimensions of his
chosen medium. His ability to create space and mood
through subtle variations is something that I strive for in

my architecture."
and Burnham Archives'
Photos (clockwise from top right): Courtesy Brue Golf archive, Byereon
The Architectunl
The Artlnstitute ol Chicago (Bruce Gotf); Photofest (Akira Kurosawa); and
Archives ol the University of Pennsylvania (Louis Kahn)
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Sometimes, a spectacular finish is the start of a CREAT DES|CN.

Shown above: Anodized dark bronze aluminum exterior Weather Shield@ casement windows. Thrs is one o{ seven
anodized colors offered by Weather Shield. Each provides lasting beauty that resists chipping or peeling, even
under intense exposure to the sun. For complete sizing and ordering information, call 1-800-477-6808 or visit
weathershield.com /RA
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